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1 Introduction

The subject of this lab exercise is haptics. The aim is to get an understanding of how haptic equipment and
software works and some properties of our sense of touch.

In the exercise you will use X3D to build your 3D world, and Python to implement dynamic behaviour. You
are encouraged to prepare all tasks on other computers before booking the VR equipment.

1.1 Examination

The tasks of this exercise must be presented by showing the running program and the code to a lab assistant.
You must also be able to answer questions regarding the physical principles, the tasks and the implementation
of these. Complete all tasks before engaging a lab assistant for examination.

When done with the tasks, show your implementation to a supervisor during a supervised session to ensure that
you’ve implemented them according to the instructions. The exercise will be examinated in the VR laboratory,
using the equipment there, so when you have finished all tasks, engage a supervisor to request examination.
They will then schedule slots for examination in the VR laboratory.

1.2 Equipment

Much of the programming in this exercise can be done on any computer with H3D installed, however the haptic
experiments must be conducted in the VR lab. Also, images for texturing can be created on another computer
where appropriate software is available. Note that graphics hardware work better when texture sizes are integer
powers of two.

Important: The haptic devices used in the lab are high-end laboratory equipment and thus both expensive and
not very robust. This lab also contains experiments on the limit of what the equipment can handle. You should
therefore be careful to follow the instructions and not try control parameters outside the prescribed range.

• Keep the pen within its workspace during experiments. If you are unsure of the workspace, try moving
the pen around when no haptic program is running, carefully moving the mechanics to its end positions.

• Always hold the haptic pen when a program is running. Pick up the pen before starting the program and
put it down when the program has finished completely.

• Keep an extra firm grip on the pen when experimenting with stability.

1.3 Software

The software you will use is known as H3D API, or sometimes just H3D. It is an open source scene graph
software, based on the X3D standard, used to build a scene graph that both the visual and the haptic rendering
algorithms will work with. The programming interface consists of

• An extended X3D parser for settings up scene graphs,
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• a Python interpreter, and

• a C++ class library

On Linux over ThinLinc (thinlinc.edu.liu.se) the H3D loader (H3DLoad) is made available from the terminal if
you first load the course module by executing module add courses/TNM086. The environment variables
will also be inherited to software opened from this terminal, such as IDEs. On the haptic workstations in the
VR lab, the loader is available from the terminal that you have opened with an openenv batch script, in the
VRLaboratory folder.

Both X3D and Python files can be edited in any text editor or IDE, e.g. Notepad++ or Kate. You define your 3D
scene in X3D and when needed this scene will include script nodes that loads Python scripts to control effects
in your scene.

1.4 Documentation

To pass this exercise you will have to gain experience in several different fields. You will have to learn X3D
and Python, and learn how to setup a routing network in a scene graph system. Important information can be
found in several locations, such as:

• Tutorials

– Python at https://wiki.python.org/moin/BeginnersGuide/Programmers

– H3D at https://github.com/SenseGraphics/h3dapi/wiki/H3DAPI_Tutorials

• Documentation at http://www.h3d.org/documentation

– H3D API Manual

* H3DLoad (1.5.0), pp 16

* Designing for H3D, pp 19–21

* Fields (4.1), pp 22–27

* Nodes (4.2.0), pp 27

* Python (4.3), pp 31–39

* Surface Properties (4.4.5), pp 43

– Doxygen Reference Documentation

* Nodes

* Properties

* Fields

• H3D Wiki / Python Interface at https://github.com/SenseGraphics/h3dapi/wiki

– Python fields, classes and functions

– Rotation, Vec3f, etc

• Copy of H3D reference manual at https://www.itn.liu.se/~karlu20/work/H3D-docs

2 Haptic Degrees-of-Freedom

This part of the exercise is about different degrees-of-freedom for the haptic interface. Different devices will
of course have different such properties, but our devices have a common combination of input and output
degrees-of-freedom.
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Task 1:
Create a simple object, for example a box, at the centre of the 3D environment. Assign a haptic surface with
default properties.

Hint: H3D uses metric units so you may use a ruler to determine approriate size and translation before speci-
fying them in your X3D file.

The default navigation system in X3D is not suitable for our semi-immersive workstations. It is based on
moving the viewpoint and in a VR environment the viewpoint is defined by the location of the viewer, not
by navigation. Therefore, you need to turn off the navigation by adding a NavigationInfo node with the
type field set to “None”. If you want to be able to rotate your objects, take a look at the Rotator.py script
in /opt/liu/h3dapi/2023.02.21-h3dcandy-vrpn/share/H3D/Candy/python/ .

Task 2:
Load your X3D file and explore the object with the haptic pen. What effects do the input degrees-of-freedom
have on exploration? How many input degrees-of-freedom does this haptic device have? What effects do
the output (feedback) degrees-of-freedom have on the exploration? How many output degrees-of-freedom are
there?

3 Haptic Rendering and Stability

This part of the exercise is about properties of the haptic rendering and stability issues. Most haptic rendering
algorithms are based on a PD regulator (why not PID?) and you will explore the stability of this regulator for
different parameters.

Hint: Make a new copy of your X3D file from the previous part and continue from there.

Task 3:
Use the smooth surface (SmoothSurface) for your object. Set useRelativeValues to false — that
way we can specify parameters in metric units. Try different levels of stiffness (no more than 1500 N/m). At
what point do you experience instabilities? Does it make a difference where in the workspace you touch a stiff
surface? What difference does the firmness of your grip do?

Hint: You may use several objects with different properties and different colours to distinguish between them.

Task 4:
Try different levels of damping in the range 0–5 Ns/m. What difference does the damping make when touching,
pressing or tapping a hard (∼1500 N/m) or a soft (∼200 N/m) surface? Why? What would be the purpose of
using the damping property in haptic interaction?

4 Material Properties and Perception

This part of the exercise is about exploring the specification and perception of material properties. You will
explore the parameter space of haptic materials and test your perceptual limits.

Task 5:
Create multiple objects at different positions, all with frictional surfaces but with different friction. Initially set
stiffness to about 800 N/m. Try various combinations of dynamic and static friction; what do these signify and
what can you simulate by varying the ration between them? What is the least noticeable difference of friction
you can detect between two objects?

Task 6:
Try different combinations of friction and stiffness. Can you simulate real materials, such as rubber or glass?
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Task 7:
Create an object with DepthMapSurface and assign a grey scale texture, for example with Perlin noise.
Try different values of maxDepth. What does that parameter do and what is its unit? What is the smallest
noticeable value of that parameter? Compare with the friction experienced in the previous tasks; are there any
similarities? Compare with moving your finger over bumps on a real surface, for example over the edge of
a paper lying flat on a table; in which scenario can you detect the smallest value and what do you believe is
causing this difference?

Hint: When you use a depth map surface, apply also a similar colour texture to create a natural mapping
between visual and haptic impressions.

5 Dynamic Behaviour

In this part of the exercise you will do some basic scripting and set up routing to define dynamic behaviour
in the haptic environment. Some or all of these examples may induce unstable behaviour so it is of utmost
importance that you keep a firm grip on the haptic pen whenever these programs are running.

Task 8:
Create several objects with haptic surfaces. Create a Python script that takes a boolean as input to generate a
colour value. Connect the isTouched field of the object’s geometries to the engine field of this script, and
route the result to some material property of the objects so that touching the objects affects their appearance.

Hint: Create one field in the Python script for each object, for example by instantiating the same class several
times.

In the following tasks you will be working with Python scripts together with force feedback. You will have to
route the probe position to your script and use this in the script to calculate the feedback. The Python script is
running in the graphics loop (∼100 Hz) and not the haptics loop (∼1000 Hz).

Task 9:
Create a sphere without haptic surface. Use the ForceField node together with a Python script to create
haptic rendering of the sphere surface. Use Hooke’s law to calculate the force from penetration depth (penalty
algorithm). Start with low stiffness (≤ 100 N/m) and gradually increase the value. What stiffness can you use
and why? How does this compare to the stiffness used in the previous tasks?

Hint: You can get the current haptic device into your X3D file by writing
<IMPORT inlineDEF="H3D_EXPORTS" exportedDEF="HDEV" AS="HDEV"/>

Task 10:
Modify your script from the task above so that instead of using the probe position to calculate the force it uses
a point a few centimetres in front of the probe (a virtual probe). The orientation of the haptic instrument, which
has no feedback, is thus used as an input parameter to the feedback. What effect does this have on the feedback?
Does it affect the stability? What if you quickly change the pen orientation?
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